Estonishing!
Just as the Baltic Winter passed into Spring, it was time for BBT Online to find out some
of the many delights the Estonian capital, Tallinn has to offer. Colin Moors went to discover the magic for himself, with the aid of the Tallinn-ted Team Estonia.
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Home for three days. An ideal place to base yourself for your
Estonian adventures.

The Alexander Nevsky Cathedral. Possibly one of the bestknown landmarks in the Old Town of Tallinn.

A Great Start to the Trip
Despite the flights to and from Tallinn being diverted
via Amsterdam Schiphol, the first impression I got of
the Estonian Convention Bureau (ECB) who organized
this trip was efficiency and friendliness. The flights
needed to be changed at the last minute, train tickets
arranged to Schiphol and on the return, a two-hour
flight delay led to more headaches for the team. None
of this showed as the ECB team made everything happen without complicating things or giving me cause for
concern. A big thank you first of all to Gea Käsper, Riine
Tiigi and Kadri Karu whose hard work made everything
run like clockwork.

On with the tour. A very short turnaround from the
airport - usually an 8-minute cab ride to our first destination, the Hotel Nordic Forum. I say ‘usually’ because
we hit rush hour and it took nearly twelve minutes. I
somehow knew this would be a town in which I could
relax.
The Hotel Nordic Forum is, as you have probably
worked out, very easy to access from the airport and
would be a good place to hold a meeting in one of its
six available conference rooms, ranging from cosy
to ballroom-sized. The facilities are all-inclusive so
you won’t need to worry about providing projectors,
screens or stationery and the like. There’s room for
your delegates too, with a total of 267 rooms.

Coming Soon
I mention the Nordic Hotel Forum first, as that’s where
I was stationed for the three nights I spent in Tallinn.
However, there’s a new kid on the block in downtown
Tallinn - The Hilton. You might think that this would
strike terror into the local hotel business, as it will
boast some amazing facilities when it officially opens
in June. There will be ten flexible meeting rooms and a
500-person ballroom, alongside 202 rooms, 27 suites
and a new high-end steak house, The Able Butcher,
with fresh, dry-aged steaks from the US.
Perhaps it’s the nature of Estonians to knuckle down
and get on with things, because everyone I spoke to

about the new arrival spoke about it in a positive light.
For the Tallinn hoteliers, it’s almost certainly a good
thing, bringing a cachet to the town, it being the only
Hilton in the Baltics. Many hotels have already been
revamping their facilities and improving public spaces
and rooms in anticipation and many more have big
plans to fight the competition. This can only be good
news for the Meetings and Events sector, bringing better facilities to the town at the same competitive rates.

An introduction to Tallinn in the city’s beautiful and ancient
Town Hall.

The E Team
Tourism, conventions, exhibitions and the like are not
covered exclusively by the ECB. There’s a network of
people from travel agencies to airlines to hotel management who all pull together for what they call ‘Team
Estonia’ - as well they might.
Tallinn is small but it has huge aspirations. There’s
free wi-fi everywhere (it is counted as a human right
in Estonia) and nowhere takes very long to get to on
account of the capital’s size. This, Europe’s worst-kept
secret, is a small city of some 440,000 people but
they seem to focus on the things that are important to
them. They are currently gearing up to take the EU’s

European Green Capital award in the near future, up
against big hitters like Germany and Sweden. The Old
Town itself is UNESCO World Heritage listed and is well
worth a couple of hours of strolling around.
The Kick Off
The first proper event of the trip was a reception given
by the ECB in the town hall. This 600-year-old building
(also UNESCO listed) has the distinction of being the
oldest surviving Gothic town hall in Europe. The inside
is wood, tapestry, cloistered ceilings and more wood.
the ante room in which the cocktail was held following
the presentations was delightful. The building is still
used for governmental receptions and small concerts

During a torchlight procession, dressed as noblemen and women,
we were told all about the history of the town. There were a few
surprises too.

The industrial yet multi-functional Creative Hub building.

but sadly, not for the Meetings and Events sector.
They cite “blinding lights reflecting from the opposite
buildings, street noise (from British bachelors to Hare
Krishnas) and the tourists clanking the door knockers”
as reasons why it would be far from perfect. It is still
worth a visit though.
Walking it off
Having eaten delicious local foods, including the
famous black bread, leib, it’s time to burn off some calories. Not much chance of that on one of the booziest
walking tours I’ve been on. Dressed as kings, knaves
and noblemen and women, we were led around the
Tallinn of the 15th century by our somewhat eccentric

guide. An enthusiastic man, clearly very knowledgeable
about Tallinn, walked us round the Old Town, pointing
out various sights on the way. We met a candle-making
dwarf who gave us marzipan, a witch near the town’s
well, who had some very strong potions and some fire
jugglers, accompanied by a jester who had - yes - more
alcohol. This time the famous Vana Tallinn, a rumbased drink which is quite alcoholic. Perhaps I’ll walk
off those calories tomorrow.
Creative Powerhouse
The next day began at 08.15, a little early for my liking.
However, the weather was kind and we had a bright
start to a packed day. First port of call was what looked

Kadri Karu, MD of the Estonian Convention Bureau, tries her
hand at leatherwork in the Rüü workshop.

like an abandoned power station. It was a power station once but is now far from abandoned. What used to
be a building complex for firing shale gas into electricity
has now been turned into a huge space known as the
Creative Hub, a space still bristling with the old pipes
and valves of a working power station but also bristling
with ideas and creativity. As you might imagine, there
is a lot of space inside a hollowed-out power station.
Recently used for the popular Tallinn Music Week, this
venue can host large concerts and dance parties, as
well as quieter pursuits such as art exhibitions and
conferences. The industrial metal-and-brick setting
makes an ideal backdrop, a canvas on which to paint
your event.

Over on the incentives side of things, we were taken
to the nearby Estonian Design House. It’s slightly out
of the way but once we were led inside and up some
stairs, all became clear. Above the shop is the workshop of Rüü (pronounced the same as rue) a company
headed by a young Estonian entrepreneur called Stella
Soomlais. Soomlais studied leatherworking at university in Estonia, Sweden and the UK, before setting up her
business making bespoke leather bags and cases. The
items have a long waiting list (6 months or more) but
you can take over a part of her studio and make your
own small leather items, such as necklaces, keyrings
or bracelets. It’s a fun and practical way to spend a
morning.

Left: A surprisingly jovial KGB agent
Below: Our carriage awaits
Right: Seaplane Harbour

An Arresting Experience
There was a surprise awaiting us as we left the calm
and creativity of the workshop. Our coach had been
taken away and replaced by a rickety old Soviet-era
bus, complete with a guy who looked suspiciously like
he might be KGB. After some routine interrogation and
the mocking of us capitalist dogs, we were asked if we
had had morning coffee yet. Those who answered “no”
were given a large plastic cup of vodka. There was real
coffee waiting for us at our next destination, luckily.
Was it really the KGB? No, it was an unscheduled promotional event by a Tallinn-based Events and incentives company, Blue Drum. In this case, we got a taste
of the Patarei Prison Interrogation, an ‘edutainment’
tour, telling what life was like under Soviet rule in the
Estonia of the 20th century. Fun and fascinating.

One dangerous bus tour later (the vodka, not the driving) we came to the big surprise of the day - Seaplane
Harbour. Built to house Soviet seaplanes, right next
door to the submarine factory on Tallinn’s waterfront,
this giant hangar is a fully functioning museum for all
things nautical and has a superb, stylish café built in
to the main space. Despite its ‘day job’, the amount of
floor and exhibition space is astonishing. The events
staff had recently organized not only business meetings but also a rave and a boxing match, complete with
a full size ring. Oh, and I forgot to mention - there’s a
real, full-sized submarine in there too!

Left: Thought-provoking exhibits
Top: Some people almost literally go carried away
Bottom: Lunch and conversation at Noa

Dizzy Heights
Back on the bus again. This time, a visit to what must
be one of Tallinn’s most easily noticeable landmarks
- the TV Tower. Built largely to improve telecommunications capabilities during the yachting competitions
in the 1980 Olympic Games, the tower has its share
of stories to tell, including one of saving Estonia from
being re-taken by the Russians in 1991. You’ll need
to go and find out about that for yourself. It reopened
following some extensive works 4 years ago.
Lunch was scheduled for us at the beautiful seafront
restaurant, Noa. Lunch was selected from the main
menu and we were fed well with the Eggplant with
Goat Cheese Cream followed by a delicious Pike Perch
with Jerusalem Artichoke, Fish Roe and Dill. A lovely
The iconic TV Tower

surprise was to be served a light and fruity Pouilly
Fumé. The fruity Sauvignon Blanc complemented both
dishes perfectly. It’s not surprising it’s in the top 5
restaurants in Estonia.
Work, Work, Work...
After lunch, we set off for the Nordea Concert Hall for
the start of the real ‘business end’ of the day - the
workshop. Although we were delayed a little at lunch,
the organization of the ECB never missed a beat. A
successful workshop was had by all, with lots of new
contacts and ideas being exchanged. Well, I say that - I
had no meetings as a journalist, so I went to the hotel
and spent a happy hour and a half in the sauna, hot tub
and pool, before embarking once again on a quest for
food.

Dinner, Games and more at Platz.
Everyone tried to pretend it wasn’t a race.

This time, it was dinner, only a short walk around the
corner to the Rotermann Quarter, an old collection of
stores, workshops and mills restored and spruced up
into a vibrant new part of the city. Dinner was courtesy
of the Platz restaurant consisting of Wild Mushroom
Soup, Chicken Breast on the Bone and Strawberry
Cheesecake. To be honest, I probably didn’t need that
much to eat after all the walking I’d done but it was too
good. The evening’s entertainment was a fun quiz on
Estonia and, despite the competition, we all got a prize
(yay). There was music by a very discreet and accomplished local duo and everyone retired to their hotels
happy.

The Final Hours
The final morning was devoted mostly to hotel site visits (including the not-yet-finished Tallinn Hilton). There
was one final surprise, though. We were led around
the corner from the parliament building to the Kohvik
Dannebrog Café, an intriguing place built into the old
town wall. I thought the adventure would be the three
flights of near-vertical stairs we had to climb but no. On
arrival we were given gloves, a spoon and a block of ice,
shaped like a cup. We were going to make our own ice
shot glasses. It may not sound that great but the spirit
of competition was alive and well in our group and we
soon warmed to the task.
Just before we left, it was time to try our creations.
We were joyous when the result of our hard work was

filled with an Estonian Sea Buckthorn liqueur. We were
not quite so joyous when we watched it all fall out of
the bottom and onto the table. Ah well, better luck next
time.
Was there time for lunch before the official tour ended?
Of course there was. A lovely hot and cold buffet at the
Radisson Blu Olümpia, a glass of wine and a chance to
review our action-packed three days. If any of this is
making you wish you could hold your event there, why
not pick up the phone and call Team Estonia?
See the full photo log here.
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